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ABSTRACT: Single-point-functionalized carbon-nanotube
field-effect transistors (CNTFETs) have been used to sense
conformational changes and binding events in protein and
nucleic acid structures from intrinsic molecular charge. The
key to utilizing these devices as single-molecule sensors is
the ability to attach a single probe molecule to an
individual device. In contrast, with noncovalent attachment
approaches such as those based on van der Waals
interactions, covalent attachment approaches generally
deliver higher stability but have traditionally been more
difficult to control, resulting in low yield. Here, we present
a single-point-functionalization method for CNTFET
arrays based on electrochemical control of a diazonium
reaction to create sp3 defects, combined with a scalable
spin-casting method for fabricating large arrays of devices on arbitrary substrates. Attachment of probe DNA to the
functionalized device enables single-molecule detection of DNA hybridization with complementary target, verifying the
single-point functionalization. Overall, this method enables single-point defect generation with 80% yield.
KEYWORDS: carbon nanotube, spin-cast, wafer scale, CNTFET array, smFET, diazonium, single-point defect, DNA melting

Single-molecule measurement techniques enable quanti-
tative measurement of intra- and intermolecular
interaction kinetics. The strengths of these methods

include their ability to report rare intermediate states along
reaction pathways which are otherwise averaged out in
ensemble measurements and the ability to yield information
on the biological mechanism underlying the interaction. The
information from these measurements has provided detailed
information on protein structural dynamics,1,2 DNA hybrid-
ization,3 and DNA and protein recognition,4 providing insights
into chemical, mechanical, and structural characteristics of
biomolecules. In the case of genomic analysis,5−7 single
molecule experiments allow quantitative detection of genomic
target without labeling or amplification.
The limitations of current single-molecule measurement

technologies include short observation times and narrow
bandwidth in transducer and measurement electronics. The
observation time in fluorescence-based approaches, such as
single-molecule Förster resonance energy transfer (smFRET),
is limited by photobleaching of fluorophores. Measurement

bandwidths are limited by achievable signal-to-noise ratios
(SNRs). Fluorescence emission of single optical reporters is
typically on the scale of only 1000−4000 photons/s under
normal excitation powers,8,9 requiring integration times in
imagers on a millisecond time scale. Mechanical single-
molecule approaches offer longer observation times, and
recent high-speed single molecule force spectroscopy techni-
ques have achieved microsecond time scales.10,11 However,
cantilevers must be attached to the molecules in question, and
measurement scaling to massively parallel formats is not easily
achieved. Both optical and mechanical approaches require
sophisticated and expensive instrumentation, impeding broader
application of these tools.
Point-functionalized carbon nanotube (CNT) devices have

emerged as an all-electronic, label-free, single-molecule
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detection platform.12 The single-point-functionalized CNT
field-effect transistor (CNTFET), which we refer to here as the
single-molecule field-effect transistor (smFET), is character-
ized by a conductance that is sensitive to charges localized
within a few debye lengths of a point defect that is generated
on the CNT sidewall.13,14 Systems employing smFETs
transduce high-rate random telegraph signal (RTS) fluctua-
tions directly with bandwidths in excess of 1 MHz over a
virtually unlimited observation time.15 Single-molecule experi-
ments with smFETs have included studies of the dynamics of
DNA hybridization,5 G-quadruplex conformation changes,16

and lysozyme activity,17 and these findings harmonize with
results from fluorescence-based and force-based experiments.
The scope of smFET applications has still been restricted by

the low yield of fabrication. In particular, detailed statistics
resulting from the ability to analyze data from many different
devices is lacking. Large arrays of CNTFETs will enable
parallelization and scale useful for many applications.
CNTFET fabrication approaches generally involve fabrication
of multiple devices on a single CNT grown by chemical vapor
deposition (CVD),18 a technique that is not amenable to large-
scale manufacturing since devices must be customized to exact
nanotube placement.
An additional restriction to broader smFET use is

inefficiency in the point functionalization of the FET channel.
Transient, singular, noncovalent probe attachment have been
pursued using pyrenes or porphyrins exploiting π−π-stacking
of these molecules with the carbon rings of the CNT.19,20

Reuse of devices is possible in this case, since the attached
probe can be removed at the cost of instability in the
attachment. A covalent attachment strategy offers desirable
permanent tethering of probe molecules as well as localization
of charge-sensitivity for the device at the point of attachment.21

Covalent modification methods include aryl radical,22

nucleophilic, and electrophilic additions,23,24 which impart a
measurable resistance change in the device by converting

carbon bonding from sp2 to sp3 orientation rather than by
removing carbon atoms from the lattice. There have been a few
attempts to regulate these reactions to produce a single sp3

defect, either by employing nanowells5,16 or by controlling the
potential between the CNT and the surrounding electro-
lyte15,25 during the chemical reaction. Confining conjugation
chemistry with nanowells requires electron-beam patterning of
a thin layer of resist to form a well in which the sp3 reaction
can occur. With nanowells as narrow as 20 nm, the yield for sp3

defect generation has been close to 70%.16 However, this
technique is not amenable to large-scale device production
because of the required lithographic resolution for these wells.
The electrochemical potential methods function by applying
solution bias to promote or inhibit electron transfer between a
charged moiety and the carbon nanotube lattice, and the
associated electrical resistance change due to the addition of a
single sp3 defect has been argued to be on the order of h/
4e2.25,26 However, previous efforts at controlling these
reactions have been limited by the inability to terminate the
reaction reliably after single defect generation, reducing the
yield of single defects.
In this study, we demonstrate a spin-cast method for

fabricating large arrays of metal-contacted single nanotubes.
These devices are converted to single-point-functionalized
CNTFET by employing electrochemical reduction of aryl
diazonium salts, which is controlled by applied potential with
yields for single defects of better than 80%. The resultant
devices are shown to be competent for genomic identification
of 20-mer DNA targets employing a conjugated 20-mer probe
DNA to the defect sites, achieving an average SNR of 2.4 ±
1.1.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Estimation of CNTFET Yield. Previous spin-cast efforts
have utilized multiple deposition cycles to manipulate the thin-

Figure 1. (a) Simulated percentages of zero, single, and multiple nanotube crossings are depicted. Five hundred electrode pairs are simulated
for each density and width pairing. (b) Top-down photograph of fully processed 100 mm Si/SiO2 wafer. (c) Representative SEM scans of
single-nanotube crossings. Electrode width (w), gap (l), and height (h) are noted. Insets in each panel show a more magnified view of the
nanotube crossing. (d) Statistical comparison of simulated and experimental yields for spin-cast nanotubes. Simulations were run 10 times
with a surface concentration of 0.13 CNT/μm2 and an electrode width of 20 μm. Experimental yields were computed from SEM images of all
electrode pairs on three chips from the same wafer.
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film deposition of unbundled nanotubes from an air−liquid
interface27 or laminar flow at a liquid−liquid interface.28

Deposition conditions are affected by multiple parameters,
such as the flow velocity, surface pressure, or thin-film
thickness, and it makes the manufacturing process difficult.
Here, borrowing from commercial semiconductor fabrication
processing, we use a single spin cycle to randomly place a
dilute aqueous single-walled CNT (SWCNT) suspension
across large wafer surfaces.
We performed simulations to understand better how spin-

cast parameters affect the device yield. We model the expected
number of nanotubes bridging electrode pairs as a function of
both nanotube density and electrode width (w) at a fixed
electrode gap (l) of 0.5 μm (spacing between electrodes) and
an electrode height (h) of 10 μm (Figure S1 in Supporting
Information). The nanotube solution used in this work is
composed of a purified, commercially available unsorted
SWCNT solution (<5% carbonaceous impurities).29 The
length of these nanotubes follows a log-normal distribution
with a mean (μ) of −0.36 μm and a standard deviation (σ) of
0.60 μm, as characterized by scanning electron-beam
microscopy (SEM) of more than 1200 spin-cast CNTs. The
electrode gap (l) is chosen to be commensurate with this
nanotube length distribution. The electrodes are designed as a
zigzag shape to allow for CNT transits in both the horizontal
and vertical directions. In the simulations, placement of
nanotubes by spin-cast deposition is assumed to produce a
continuous uniform probability distribution across the wafer.
Both higher nanotube density and wider electrodes are

expected to result in a higher frequency of nanotube bridges
between electrodes. Statistics are collected for 500 simulated
electrode pairs, a nanotube density ranging from 0.05 to 0.25
CNT/μm2, and electrode widths ranging between 5 and 25
μm. Figure 1a presents contour plots of the percentage of zero-
nanotube, one-nanotube, and multiple nanotubes occurrences
for an electrode pair as a function of both nanotube density
and electrode width. The probability of precisely incorporating
single nanotubes between a 20 μm wide electrode pair is
slightly higher than 30% for nanotube densities between 0.15
and 0.20 CNTs/μm2. The theoretical maximum yield of single
CNT crossings, dictated by Poisson statistics, is approximately
36% (P(1) = 1/e).
Wafer-Scale CNTFET Fabrication. For spin-coating, 1−2

mL of a suspension (with a nanotube concentration of 1.6 to
2.5 μg/mL) is used to cover the entire surface of a 100 mm
silicon wafer with 285 nm of thermal oxide on the surface, and
the resulting surface concentration is 0.13 ± 0.02 CNTs/μm2,
assessed from 11 SEM micrographs (with the field of view of
500 μm2) of the wafer postspinning. Each wafer yields 45 chips
(11 mm by 10 mm size) (Figure 1b); each chip contains 280
pairs of source-drain electrical contacts (w = 20 μm, l = 0.5
μm, and h = 10 μm). Representative micrographs of devices
with single nanotube crossings, taken at various locations on a
single die, are shown in Figure 1c. Simulations predict an
average yield of zero-crossings of 65%, one-crossing of 27%,
and multiple crossings of 8% for the same CNT surface
concentration (0.13 CNTs/μm2) and electrode width
employed in these experiments (20 μm), compared with
experimentally measured values of 53%, 25%, and 22%,
respectively (Figure 1d). The experimental single-crossing
yield, an important criterion for CNTFET fabrication, matches
closely with simulation results. Nanotube bundling is not
accounted for in these simulations.

To ensure that the CNT devices electrically conduct after all
processing steps, current−voltage (I−V) characteristics of
1960 electrode pairs from seven chips are examined by
applying back-gated voltage sweeps (Vbg, applied on the
underlying silicon substrate) from −10 to +10 V. Since
solution-processed SWCNTs are composed of mixtures of
metallic (m-SWCNTs) and p-type semiconducting nanotubes
(s-SWCNTs), conductive devices are determined based on
measured on-current (Ion) at Vbg = −10 V and a source-to-
drain (Vsd) of 100 mV (Figure S3 in Supporting Information).
Conductive CNTFETs are defined by an Ion of at least 1.0 nA,
and 67.4 ± 9.9% of electrode pairs are identified as
nonconductive (Figure 2a). The remaining conducting devices

are subsequently investigated with scanning electron micros-
copy (SEM). As a result, 13.1 ± 3.9% of the total electrodes
show both single and conducting nanotube bridges, corre-
sponding to approximately 36 devices per chip. This yield is
lower than the yield from SEM inspection alone (25%)
because a CNT bridging an electrode pair can be imperfectly
contacted, which is difficult to detect in an SEM image.
After initial electrical characterization, several chips contain-

ing tens of working CNTFET devices are wire-bonded to land-
grid array (LGA) packages to interface with a custom printed
circuit board (Figures S4 and S5, Supporting Information).
Once a microfluidic chamber is attached to the chip surface,
aqueous buffer solution (100 mM sodium phosphate buffer at
pH 8.0) is introduced. I−V characteristics are measured by
varying the liquid-gate potential (Vlg) set by a Pt electrode
relative to the source potential of the device (Figure 2b). The
peak current levels (between 10 and 1000 nA) for spin-cast
devices are comparable to those previously reported for CVD-
grown carbon nanotube devices with similar CNT length.30,31

We attribute much of the observed variance in the
conductance to variance in tube diameters and chirality as
well as defects that may be introduced into the tubes in the
purification and suspension processes, described in more detail
below. Additional characterization, including low-frequency
noise spectra, appears in the Supporting Information (Figures
S6 and S7). We favor m-SWCNT for these studies because

Figure 2. (a) Histograms of the number of electrically conducting
devices across seven chips on one wafer. All zero crossings
represent electrode pairs which did not conduct (even though they
may have one or more nanotubes bridging them in the
corresponding SEM image). SEM images are referenced to verify
the presence of one, two, three, or four CNT crossings. Error bars
are calculated from seven chips from the same wafer. (b)
Electronic sweeps in sodium phosphate buffer solution (100
mM, pH 8.0) of 49 single-crossing nanotube devices deposited on
four separate chips. These devices not only have a single CNT
bridge but also exceed threshold Ion values of 1 nA in I−Vlg
characteristics at Vsd = 100 mV. Both semiconducting and metallic
electrical behavior are evident.
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devices showing measurable conductance over the wide Vlg
range allow for more detailed application of electronic melting5

as well as the optimization of gate-dependent SNR.32

Controlled Diazonium Point Functionalization. Build-
ing on recent studies suggesting the ability to control the
number of stable sp3 defects on a carbon nanotube in
aryldiazonium addition with bias,25 we expose the spin-cast
devices to 4-formylbenzene diazonium hexafluorophosphate
(FBDP), which generates an aldehyde group after the
reaction.33 The extent of electron transfer, which leads to the
formation of aryl radicals, is dependent on the electron density
near the Fermi energy of the carbon nanotube. Hence, the
diazonium reactivity is controlled through the applied Vlg,
which modulates this Fermi level (Scheme 1).

To study the effects of the applied Vlg on reaction kinetics in
our system, we show current−time (I−t) recordings (collected
at 25 kSps) of two representative spin-cast devices with a fixed
Vlg of −500 mV and 0 V in the presence of FBDP solution at
micromolar concentrations (Figure 3). Flicker noise is also
evident in these traces, which is characteristic of these devices
(Figure S8, Supporting Information).30,34 At Vlg of −500 mV, a
m-SWCNT device exhibits a single current level with no
discernible current drops for the entire recording time (515 s)
after FBDP exposure (Figure 3a). We attribute this to the fact
that the diazonium reaction is inhibited at this Vlg by making
holes the dominant charge carrier in the CNTs. However,
another m-SWCNT device with fixed Vlg at 0 V exhibits

discrete current levels 90 s after FBDP exposure (Figure 3b).
Histograms characterizing the I−t recordings of the device
report two discrete, resolved current levels. In this experiment,
the initial resistance of the device was 128.0 kΩ at Vlg of −500
mV before introducing FBDP, and the resistance changes
(ΔR) associated with the two current drops were quantified as
10.1 kΩ for the first drop and 19.3 kΩ for the second on a m-
SWCNT.
To confirm that these stepwise current drops originate from

the diazonium reaction, I−t characteristics of the device were
also monitored with the introduction of a nondiazonium agent,
4-aminobenzaldehyde, in which the N2 group of the FBDP is
replaced by an amine group (Figure S9, Supporting
Information). As the Vlg of the m-SWCNT device was
positively increased from −500 to +200 mV, discrete steps
in current were not observed during the nondiazonium agent
exposure, and there was no significant change in conductance
before and after exposure (3.8%). In the case of the FBDP
treatment, however, two current steps were detected after Vlg
was reached at −200 mV. The current rapidly decreased as Vlg
was increased further, causing a large decrease in conductance
(89.9%) after the experiment. It indicates that the m-SWCNT
was heavily defected as a result of the diazonium reaction.
By keeping Vlg fixed at −500 mV during FBDP exposure, sp3

defect generation could be avoided for an m-SWCNT device.
Exposure to FBDP, however, does result in a larger
conductance change (8.2%) compared to the change observed
with a nondiazonium agent treatment (Figure S10, Supporting
Information). Although stringent washing steps were per-
formed after FBDP treatment, we attribute this conductance
change to residual charges from diazonium salt absorbed to the
CNT sidewall and doping the channel.35 These conductance

Scheme 1. Illustration of Vlg-Induced Diazonium Reaction
on the CNTFETa

a4-Formylbenzene diazonium hexafluorophosphate (FBDP) is
employed as the substituent. The hexafluorophosphate (PF6)
counterion provides stability to the FBDP molecule. An aldehyde
group opposite to the diazonium cation is used for DNA conjugation.
(a) When Vlg is positive relative to the CNT surface, the Fermi level
(EF) of the m-SWCNT is shifted up, promoting sp3 defect generation
by donating the electrons to the positively charged N2 group of the
FBDP to form an aryl radical. (b) When Vlg is negative, EF is shifted
down, halting the reaction as the population of electrons near the
Fermi level is reduced.

Figure 3. Liquid gate potential dependent diazonium reaction. (a)
One representative I−t trace (515 s) of one m-SWCNT device
after introduction of 72 μM FBDP solution (at t = 0). Vlg is fixed at
−500 mV and Vsd of 50 mV is applied. One conductance level is
evident, and the corresponding current histograms show a single
Gaussian distribution. (b) Representative I−t trace (90 s) of
another m-SWCNT device after introduction of 10 μM FBDP
solution, while Vsd of 50 mV and Vlg of 0 V are fixed. Red arrows
indicate times at which discrete downward current steps are
observed. Corresponding histograms of current show that the
current drops are clearly quantized. Counts of the histogram are
normalized by dividing by the sum of the total counts. Data in the
I−t trace graphs are sampled at 10 ms intervals from 1 kHz raw
data.
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changes can be clearly differentiated from the change due to
sp3 defect generation since chemical doping does not alter the
conductance at the neutrality point.
We further utilized the Vlg-controlled diazonium reaction to

create single sp3 defects. During the FBDP incubation, Vlg
(which begins at −500 mV) for each individual device is
increased by +50 mV steps every 10 s until one discrete
downward step of current is detected. Within 10 s after this
defect generation is detected, Vlg is switched back to −500 mV
to halt further reactions. Device conductance is continuously
monitored (while holding Vlg at −500 mV) until the FBDP

solution is flushed from the device to ensure that the single
defect status remains unchanged as residual reagent is purged.
Table 1 summarizes the results on a representative set of
devices for which controlled functionalization was performed,
including both metallic and semiconducting tubes and different
numbers of controlled conductance steps during the FBDP
reaction. In addition, several devices are included that had no
stepwise drops of current during FBDP exposure. The initial
device resistance before the FBDP treatment, the value of Vlg at
which defect generation is first observed (threshold potential),
and the ΔR step values are all noted. We note that all of these

Table 1. Representative Device Summary for Three Chips

device device type initial resistance (kΩ) threshold potential (mV) no. of resistance steps ΔR values (kΩ) single-molecule DNA activity

A1 m-SWCNT 122.7 50 2 31.6 yes
34.4

A2 m-SWCNT 89.5 200 1 8.7 no
B3 m-SWCNT 97.8 −50 2 1.6 yes

1.4
B4 m-SWCNT 657.7 400 2 311.6 no

501.6
B5 m-SWCNT 149.8 −100 1 9.7 yes
B6 s-SWCNT 923.6 300 0 no
B7 s-SWCNT 155.7 300 0 no
C8 m-SWCNT 114.6 200 1 9.4 no
C9 s-SWCNT 530.3 100 1 124.1 no
C10 s-SWCNT 822.9 100 1 128.0 yes

Figure 4. Feedback-controlled diazonium reaction for single-point functionalization. Initially liquid gate potential (Vlg) of −500 mV is
applied and subsequently increased to promote the reaction. When a downward current step is detected, Vlg is immediately switched back to
−500 mV to halt the reaction. Overlaid I−t and Vlg−t records of device A1 during FBDP exposure, in which a device is exposed to 72 μM
FBDP solution at Vsd of 100 mV (a; left). Zoomed-in view of the red box when Vlg reaches to the threshold reaction potential, in which three
consecutive downward steps and one upward step are monitored while holding Vlg at 50 mV for approximately 15 s, indicating two ultimate
sp3 defects (a; right). Overlaid time traces of single-point-functionalized devices. Device A2 in (b) is exposed to 72 μM FBDP solution at Vsd
of 50 mV. A current step corresponding to 8.7 kΩ is observed when Vlg reaches 200 mV. Device B5 in (c) is exposed to 6 μM FBDP solution
at Vsd of 50 mV. A single downward current step results in a resistance change of 9.7 kΩ to the nanotube after Vlg reaches −100 mV. No
further current steps are observed after setting Vlg to −500 mV. Data in the I−t trace graphs are sampled at 10 ms intervals from 1 kHz raw
data.
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nondefected devices show p-type semiconducting electrical
properties, while most of the functionalized devices exhibit
metallic characteristics (six out of eight devices). In particular,
m-SWCNTs are better able to stabilize the transition state
through electron donation and are consequentially more
reactive in aryl-radical reactions due to their finite electron
density at the Fermi level.36,37

As expected, the nonfunctionalized p-type s-SWCNT device
in Table 1 (device B7) showed an average conductance change
of 0.05% in I−Vlg characteristics after FBDP exposure. The
two-point functionalized device (device B4) and the single-
point functionalized device (device B5) each exhibited average
conductance changes of 45.8% and 46.3% after FBDP
treatment, respectively (Figure S11, Supporting Information).
Electrochemical surveillance of the reaction can also detect

unstable or reverse reactions on the CNT sidewall. In one
functionalization trial (device A1), we were able to detect one
upward current step after three serial stepwise drops induced at
Vlg of 50 mV indicating a detachment of the unstable isolated
aryl defect (Figure 4a). Desorption of isolated aryl group is
possible if a remaining radical localizes near the defect site.38

Indeed, we were able to discern a rapid transition of current
indicating diffusion and desorption dynamics of a short-lived
single defect (Figure S12, Supporting Information). This
unstable aryl radical promotes a second reaction to form stable
aryl pairs when electrons are donated from the carbon
nanotube. Most defect generation reactions resulted in stable
products. Representative stable single-defected devices are
shown in Figure 4b (device A2) and Figure 4c (device B5). A
single downward step for the first (second) device,
corresponding to the resistance change of 8.7 kΩ (9.7 kΩ),
is detected within a few seconds after Vlg reaches 200 mV
(−100 mV). Subsequent downward or upward steps are not
observed after this single defect generation.
To understand the change in resistance associated with the

creation of sp3 defects, we quantified the first resistance step
observed from each of 13 devices and found that the resulting

values were positively correlated with the initial device
resistance (Figure S13, Supporting Information). The initial
device resistance in excess of the contact resistance provides a
good estimate of the density of intrinsic defects in the CNT
channel. For the 10 devices with low initial resistance (109.3 ±
24.2 kΩ), we attribute most of this resistance to the Ti
contacts.39 For these devices, the average resistance change for
sp3 defect generation was approximately 9.8 kΩ. The other
three devices examined exhibited higher initial resistance
(670.3 ± 146.7 kΩ) due to a higher density of intrinsic defect
in the CNT channel, likely introduced during the purification
and suspension processes.40 In this case, carrier transport
becomes more localized, resulting in much larger resistance
changes for single sp3 defect generation.41 As expected, these
devices showed much larger resistance steps (187.9 kΩ) for
single sp3 defect generation.

Estimation of Conjugation Yield by Sensing Single-
Molecule DNA-Melting Dynamics. To demonstrate the
functioning of the spin-cast CNTFETs as single-molecule
transducers, the single sp3 defect sites created in each device
(Table 1) are covalently conjugated to an amine-modified 20-
mer single-stranded DNA (ssDNA). We note that since spin-
cast deposition results in surface-bound CNT devices,
substrate charge trap induced RTS can occur.30 Devices
displaying significant RTS are excluded from further use.
In previous studies, we demonstrated that smFETs are

capable of characterizing DNA hybridization and melting
kinetics by temporal analysis of the resulting RTS and that a
positive Vlg is able to promote the molecular dissociation. RTS
is observed with two discrete conductance levels (high and
low) which correspond to the hybridized and melted state of
the probe molecule, respectively.5

We perform a similar experiment here to validate single-
molecule sensing capabilities of the devices fabricated. After
the 20-mer probe DNA is tethered to the defect site, a solution
containing fully complementary target DNA (100 nM) is
introduced at a fixed temperature (40 °C) (Figure 5a), close to

Figure 5. Verifying the application of point-functionalized CNTFETs by sensing DNA melting dynamics. (a) Probe DNA (green) shown
tethered to a two-point-functionalized device (top, device B3) and a single-point-functionalized device (bottom, device B5). After tethering
probe DNA to the defect site, the solution containing fully complementary target DNA (colored in blue, 100 nM) is introduced to the
devices at a fixed temperature (40 °C) while holding Vlg at 400 mV. (b) I−t measurements (Vsd = 100 mV) for each device. The total
recording time is 180 s, and a representative 2 s length trace of the raw source−drain current (colored in black) is overlaid with an idealized
fit (colored in red). Corresponding histograms of the two devices are plotted by counting the current in 60 s length traces (colored in black)
which are fit by two Gaussian distributions. Counts of the histogram are normalized by dividing by the sum of the total counts. (c) Plots of
the dwell time of the lower conductance state (green) and the high conductance state (blue) are constructed from the idealized trajectories
for the total recorded length (180 s) and fit with a double-exponential function (red), yielding the rates of hybridization (khyb) and melting
(kmelt). For the analysis of Device B3, the r-squared value of khyb and kmelt are 0.998 and 0.999, respectively. In case of device B5, the r-
squared value of khyb and kmelt are 0.999 and 0.996, respectively.
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the theoretical melting temperature of Tm = 49.7 °C. Previous
studies found that the electrostatic force induced by a positive
Vlg lowers the effective melting temperature, decreasing the
DNA hybridization rate (khyb) and increasing DNA melting
rate (kmelt). I−t series are monitored at several liquid gate
potential (Vlg) to modulate DNA dissociation dynamics. I−t
traces for two different devices, one having two defects (device
B3) and one having a single defect site (device B5), are
independently monitored, and active RTS is detected at Vlg of
400 mV (Figure 5b). The histograms of 60 s I−t traces show
two distinct conductance levels. In contrast, only one
conductance level (and no RTS) is evident in two control
experiments, one in which no target DNA is present and one in
which a noncomplementary 20-mer target DNA is present
(Figure S14, Supporting Information).
An idealized trace, resulting from fits to the raw data using

an iterative detection algorithm,42 is used for subsequent
temporal analysis. I−t traces are fit to a two-state model to
determine dwell times in the hybridized (τhyb) and melted
states (τmelt). A double-exponential fit to the resulting
histograms determines the rate constants khyb and kmelt. khyb
is mainly determined by the diffusion of target to the probe
and is a strong measure of target concentration. This diffusion
process can be one-dimensional (1D) along the channel or
three-dimensional (3D) from solution to the device.43 For the
100 nM concentration, the faster khyb corresponds to the 3D
diffusion (Figure 5c) and is used in subsequent analysis. The
two different kmelt values are also associated with 1D and 3D
diffusion, in which the faster corresponds to 3D diffusion and
is chosen for subsequent analysis. Our previous study revealed
that the equilibrium constant (Keq), determined by calculating
the ratio of khyb to kmelt, is close to one at Vlg of 400 mV for the
fully complementary target DNA at 40 °C. Here, the resulting
Keq values are in good agreement with the estimation.5

The Schiff base reaction between the amine-modified
ssDNA probe and aldehyde group of FBDP also has a finite
yield. As a result, a two-point-functionalized device can tether
two, one, or no probes. Device B3 in Figure 5, which has two
defect sites, for example, shows only two discrete conductance
states in the presence of fully complementary target DNA
solution. In contrast, another two-point functionalized device
A1 (Figure S15, Supporting Information) shows RTS with at
least three states. These multiple conductance state transitions
are attributed to the fact that two probe DNAs are attached to
the device.

CONCLUSIONS
We have developed a manufacturable fabrication process for
CNTFETs by spin-casting low densities of single-walled
carbon nanotubes from an aqueous suspension onto 100 mm
silicon substrates. Uniform spin-coating is achieved on these
wafers, allowing for large-scale manufacturing of CNTFET
arrays. We have also demonstrated a protocol for controlled
single-point functionalization using diazonium salt chemistry.
By tethering a single DNA probe molecule, point-function-
alized nanotubes function as all-electronic single-molecule
transducers, smFETs, showing exquisite sensitivity to the
increased nearby charge that results from hybridization of a
complementary DNA strand. Efforts to expand the approach to
300 mm wafers and smFET arrays on active complementary
metal-oxide-semiconductor substrates will accelerate the
development of diagnostic platforms. Such arrays have the
potential to allow genomic material to be assayed at

concentrations comparable to that achieved by quantitative
polymerase chain reaction while enabling heavily multiplexed
assays similar to what is possible with microarrays.

METHODS
Nanotube Suspensions. Stock aqueous nanotube suspensions

(Super PureTubes) with an average diameter ranging from 1.2 to 1.7
nm were purchased from NanoIntegris, Inc. These nanotubes are
suspended in deionized H2O with sodium cholate hydrate as the
surfactant.

100 mm Wafer Device Fabrication. A stock solution with a
nanotube concentration of 250 μg/mL is sonicated before dilution
and spin-coating on 100 mm Si/SiO2 wafers with a 500 μm heavily p-
doped silicon substrate and 285 nm of thermally grown silicon dioxide
(Figure S2, Supporting Information).44 These wafers have been
pretreated with oxygen plasma for 30 s to promote surface wetting of
the solvent. One to two milliliters of solution is dispensed. The
resulting suspension is spun using a two-step process: 400 and 100
rpm/second for 15 s, followed by 3000 rpm and 10000 rpm/second
for 45 s. Bilayer resist is spun (DS-K101-312 antireflective coating at
5000 rpm for 1 min, followed by UV210-0.3 at 2500 rpm for 1 min)
and exposed using a DUV stepper. After spinning the CNTs, titanium
(50 nm) is deposited to create 280 pairs of 20 μm wide source and
drain electrical contacts separated by 0.5 μm in each reticle. Areas for
platinum electrode bars, serving as pseudoreference electrodes, are
patterned on either side of the electrode array; 75 nm Pt is deposited
in these areas. This reticle is stepped across the wafer, yielding 45 1 ×
1.1 cm2 dice. Gold bond pads are also patterned for device packaging.
Au (90 nm) is deposited in these regions, and then a photoresist is
patterned on the wafer to protect nanotubes transiting the electrodes.
The wafer is exposed to O2 plasma (50 W at 30 mT for 60 s),
resulting in nanotubes being etched away from the regions outside the
electrode gap. Subsequently, additional photoresist covers the entire
area of the wafer to protect the surface, and the wafer is cut into 45
chips. Individual chips are separated from the wafer, and the
photoresist is stripped. Chips are then annealed in vacuum at 425
°C for 15 min.

Current−Voltage (I−Vbg) Characterization in Air. Conductive
devices are screened by taking the current−voltage (I−V) character-
istics of individual 280 electrode pairs in air using a semiconductor
parameter analyzer (Agilent 4155C). Current−voltage (I−V)
responses are performed by applying an alternating back-gated
voltage sweep with the step size of 500 mV and measuring the current
at the same time at each voltage. With constant source−drain voltages
(Vsd) of 100 mV for each chip, the back-gate voltage (Vbg), applied to
the heavily doped p++ silicon substrate, is swept from −10 to +10 V.

SEM Imaging. SEM images are taken by Zeiss Sigma VP FESEM.
Images are captured only at electrode sites which exhibit significant
current response based on the current−voltage (I−V) characteristics.

Measurement Setup. Single-crossing CNT devices and platinum
pads on a chip are selectively connected to a land-grid array (LGA)
package using an automated wire bonder (Kulicke & Soffa) and
subsequently placed onto a custom-made printed circuit board
(PCB). The measurement setup consists of a polydimethylsiloxane
(PDMS) microfluidic channel for interfacing solution with the fully
fabricated devices, a custom-made PCB for data acquisition (see
Figures S4 and S5, Supporting Information)5 and a temperature
controller for maintaining and modulating the temperature near the
chip surface. The microfluidic system with temperature controller is
responsible for delivering samples, exchanging samples, and perform-
ing washes during the experiment. The PDMS microfluidic channel
has the dimensions: 7 mm long, 750 μm wide, and approximately 500
μm tall. Inlet and outlet holes are punched into the channel, and two
sterile tubing segments are inserted. A syringe pump connected to the
outlet terminal withdraws fluid exiting the channel, thus allowing full
control over flow rates. The circuit board contains 58 independently
addressable measurement channels that are simultaneously inter-
rogated in real-time. The circuitry for each channel incorporates
tunable drain and source potentials and is composed of two gain
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stages: a front-end trans-impedance amplification stage with a fixed
resistive gain of 1 MΩ, followed by an inverting voltage amplifier with
variable gain from 2 to 200×. Each channel furthermore utilizes a
second-order antialiasing filter topology, limiting the signal bandwidth
to approximately 5.3 kHz. Readings from each channel are sampled at
a rate of 25 kSps. Temperature is controlled inside a custom acrylic
enclosure with three parallel resistive silicone heaters (12 Vmax) and
one miniature fan mounted near the top. A thermocouple is inserted
near the bottom to monitor the temperature close to the microfluidic
cell stamped on the chip.
Current Liquid Gate Potential (I−Vlg) Characterization in an

Aqueous solution. I−Vlg characteristics in an aqueous phosphate
buffer solution (100 mM, pH 8.0) are measured in a PDMS
microfluidic channel. With the source-drain voltage (Vsd) of 50 mV,
the liquid gate potential (Vlg) relative to the pseudoreference Pt
electrodes is applied from −500 to +500 mV at intervals of 50 mV.
The measurement time for the current is 1 s at each Vlg, and three
successive I−Vlg sweeps are performed to produce I−Vlg plots. The
conductance changes are estimated by calculating the average
difference of current at each Vlg point.
Single Diazonium Functionalization to Individual CNT

Devices. 4-Formylbenzene diazonium hexafluorophosphate
(FBDP) is synthesized using a previously established protocol.33

FBDP is diluted in buffer solution (100 mM sodium phosphate buffer
pH 7.0), and FBDP concentrations between 6.0 and 72.0 μM are
chosen to allow for real-time observation. I−Vlg characteristics and
current−time (I−t) recording are measured with a constant source-
drain voltages (Vsd) of 50 mV or 100 mV for each chip. Before
introducing the FBDP solution, I−Vlg characteristics are taken with
the PDMS microfluidic channel filled with sodium phosphate buffer
(100 mM, pH 8.0). After that, the I−t recording is performed before,
during, and after diazonium reaction. After completion of the reaction,
an I−Vlg measurement is performed again.
Probe DNA Conjugation. After the functionalization step, the

chip is exposed to 10 μM of amine-terminated probe DNA (5′-NH2-
CTGTGATTTCAAATTCAGTG-3′) diluted in a buffer solution
(100 mM sodium phosphate buffer pH 7.0) containing 200 μM
sodium cyanoborohydride (NaBH3CN) dissolved in 1 M NaOH
which is used for the reduction of the Schiff base to a covalent bond.
The chip is incubated in the probe DNA solution at room
temperature overnight. Following this incubation step, the temper-
ature of the measurement system is increased to 40.0 °C, and the
probe DNA solution is washed out with buffer solution at the flow
rate of 25 μL/min for 45 min.
Monitoring DNA Melting Dynamics. The target DNA

sequences are composed of a fully complementary 20-mer (5′-
CACTGAATTTGAAATCACAG-3′). All experiments are performed
in 43 mM aqueous phosphate buffer (pH 8.0) with fully
complementary DNA target at a concentration of 100 nM.
Noncomplementary DNA (5′-GTGATTTCACTTGCAATGTC-3′)
at the same concentration is used as a negative control. Each current−
time (I−t) trajectory is recorded for 180 s at a fixed temperature (40
and 50 °C) over a range of Vlg. To reuse the devices, the chip is
washed with buffer at a flow rate of 25 μL/min for 45 min after
adjusting the system temperature to 50 °C to melt DNA duplexes.
Data Analysis. Raw transient current data are digitally filtered

with a fourth-order Butterworth filter with a cutoff frequency of 1
kHz. The resulting data are further analyzed using an iterative event
detection algorithm which assumes a two-state model, written initially
to analyze nanopore blockade currents.42 This algorithm compensates
for 1/f noise common to nanotube conductance signals by tracking
and subtracting out a wandering baseline. Idealized traces, resulting
from fits to the raw data in the iterative detection algorithm, are used
to extract information about single-molecule binding kinetics.
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